Highlights from January
- Campaign launched by the Rt. Honorable Prime Minister Sher Bahadur Deuba
- Green Partnerships initiated
- Engaged with Government stakeholders
- Annapurna Media Network’s five media outlets made commitments
- Internal and External Communication Ongoing – Behavioral Change Communication

Highlights from February
- UFS campaign with new Green Partners
- Interactions with multi-stakeholders
- Execution of UFS intended programs
- Touch base on UFS four key areas
- Creating road maps with the Green Partners
- Starting codes for green behaviors

Some glimpses from the Green Valentines Day celebration
- Preparations for the Green Valentines Day on 13 February, 2022 by the KU team members.
- Green Valentines Day celebration at the AMN office, AMN has a major goal to amplify positive promotion of greenery. AMN’s Chairman quotes on the event, "For the first time, we are meeting Valentines Day as a Global Day of reefs and corals. It’s a day to protect the world’s oceans and ensure our collective green future.”
- The AMN team celebrating the event with the Chairman, Group CEO and other valuable team members. The main focus of the event was to draw internal solidarity and teamwork for the UFS campaign.

Green hearts are every heart at AMN showed their commitment towards the UFS campaign by writing green messages.

Some glimpses from the World Mangrove Challenge
- Press release on February 2022 for the World Mangrove Challenge event. This event was organized to encourage young women rangers to raise awareness on climate actions. These women have a great stake in the social media platform, which would help in solving the issues of climate change.
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